The Architonic Guide allows you to find the best exhibitors quickly. Architonic’s selection is purely an editorial one and is limited to high-end manufacturers whose products are relevant to the design of buildings and spaces. It’s a guide by architects for architects.
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German Wunderwerk offers the possibility to participate in a top-class, curated guided tour through the BEST BATH BRANDS as an exclusive group of architects, interior designers, project planners and the residential as well as lifestyle media (online and offline).

The GERMAN DESIGN COUNCIL will support the guided tour and ARCHITONIC will empower it. The top product highlights of the TOUR DE ISH will be included into the ARCHITONIC talk about trends.

Nicole Roesler, brand ambassador of AXENT Switzerland and long-standing marketing icon, will guide the tour. Another long-time presence in the bathroom of their bathroom styles, will guide the tour. As well as lifestyle media (online and offline).

The GERMAN DESIGN COUNCIL will support the guided tour and ARCHITONIC will empower it. The top product highlights of the TOUR DE ISH will be included into the ARCHITONIC talk about trends.

We are looking forward to sharing a top-class tour with you in the time from March 11 to 15, 2019! The exact dates will be announced at a later date.

Please direct your inquiries at Nicole Roesler via telephone under +49 151 84407 775 b.

JOIN THE SANITARY STARS

GERMAN WUNDERWERK offers the possibility to participate in a top-class, curated guided tour through the BEST BATH BRANDS as an exclusive group of architects, interior designers, project planners and the residential as well as lifestyle media (online and offline).

The GERMAN DESIGN COUNCIL will support the guided tour and ARCHITONIC will empower it. The top product highlights of the TOUR DE ISH will be included into the ARCHITONIC talk about trends.

Nicole Roesler, brand ambassador of AXENT Switzerland and long-standing marketing icon, will guide the tour. Another long-time presence in the bathroom of their bathroom styles, will support her.

TOUR DE ISH 2019:

SUBSCRIBE NOW! Tickets are limited. Only the first 50 registrations will be accepted. Please direct your inquiries at Nicole Roesler via telephone under +49 151 84407 775 b. 

Deadline registration is March 4, 2019. You can find the landing page and registration under the following address: www.germanwunderwerk.de/tourdeish2019

Please direct your inquiries at Nicole Roesler via telephone under +49 151 84407 775 b. 
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Avant-garde in its conception. Architectonic in its construction. Extreme in its refinement.
A collection of faucets unlike any that has come before. An asymmetrical arrangement of rectangular prisms, crafted with ultra-precision. Cut with diamond, for edges and surfaces that verge on perfection. Created in collaboration with Jean-Marie Massaud.

ISH / FESTHALLE / BOOTH A 02
axor-design.com/edge
NOTES

This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologise sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.

A. e. T. Italia D97
Aeon A24
Agrob Buchtal A35
Alice Ceramica E76
Antolini Luigi B98
Apavisa C05
Aquamass D23
Artceram B39
Arquia B96
Casabath C92
Ceramica Flaminia C85
Ceramicas Aparici C03
Ciner B02
CONFORM B23
Dansani B60
Decor Walther C99
Disegno Ceramica Srl D96
Edoné D79
Euraspiegel E79
Ever Life Design B84
Fuchs Design D90
Geesa C24
Gerloff A95
Glass Design D89
Gorenje D94
GSG Ceramic Design B81
Hidrobox C02
HSK Duschkabinenbau D12
IBB F23
#Pioneers
If you have always wanted to be ahead of the times and break barriers, your bathroom can never be ordinary. It needs to be... Beyond. A collection with an urban design and the latest innovations in materials and technologies.

What shapes your life?
Find out in Hall 3.1 - Stand C69
This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologise sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.

NOTES
Dornbracht
LifeSpa
Aquamoon^TT

Hall 4.1
Booth G54

lifespa.dornbracht.com/aquamoon
ACO Passavant  E45
Conti  B45
Dallmer  C06
ESS E93
Group Nivelles  C50
Purus AB  B47
Tece  D96
Technova  B35
Unidrain  B44
Viega  B47
Wagner  B96

This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologise sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.

PREMIUM ONLY
ARCHITONIC ACCEPTS PREMIUM BRANDS ONLY.
BE PART OF IT!

architonic.com
System 900
Neue Oberflächen


ISH 2019 | Frankfurt | 11.-15.03.2019 | Halle 4.1 | Stand F 54

www.hewi.com
This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologize sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.
NOTES

This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologize sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.

HALL 8.0
REFRIGERATION, AIR-CONDITIONING AND VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY

Bäro
Elica
HTH Køkkener
Lindner Group
Renson
Siegenia

NOTES

This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologize sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.

HALL 9.2
SINGLE ROOM FIREPLACES

Attika Feuer
Auraflamme
Dru大火
Ganz Baukeramik
Haas+Sohn
Kal-Fire
Klover
La Nordica Spa
Leda
Lohberger
Lotus Heating
Max Blank
Nuova Serpentino
Piazzetta
Planika

NOTES

This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologize sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.
WORLDWIDE REACH
BE PRESENT WHERE YEARLY
16 MILLION ARCHITECTS AND
PLANNERS DO THEIR RESEARCH

HALL 12.0
HEAT
GENERATION,
HEATING
SYSTEMS,
HEAT TRANSFER

This list was printed on 29 January 2019. We apologize sincerely if we have omitted or wrongly positioned any top-quality manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bemm</th>
<th>Bosch</th>
<th>Buderus</th>
<th>Cordivari</th>
<th>IRSAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C79</td>
<td>B60</td>
<td>B80</td>
<td>C03</td>
<td>C79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES
Exklusives Angebot für ISH-Besucher:
2 Ausgaben kostenlos testen!

Besuchen Sie uns an unserem Stand in Halle 4.1., FOY06
WATER.
INTELLIGENCE.
ENJOYMENT.